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Preserving Guernsey’s heritage
for future generations

Les Caches Farm, generously bequeathed by Miss Ruth Le Huray in 1993, is an important addition
to the Trust’s museum portfolio. Set in a peaceful rural setting in the Forest hamlet of Les Villets,
Les Caches Farm is a wonderful example of two farmhouses with associated outbuildings.

A Brief History
The thatched Les Caches Old Farm, possibly not the original dwelling on the site, dates from the
early to mid 15th Century.
The adjacent building to the front, known as Les Caches New Farm, was constructed c.1840. At this
time, the 15th Century farmhouse probably became stables and cart sheds when the owners moved
into the new house. Subsequently, Les Caches (New) Farm became known as Les Caches Farm and
the ancient farmhouse became known as Les Caches Barn. Located behind these two buildings are
outbuildings that housed a cider press and pig sties.

estoration
Stage I – Les Caches New Farm
In 1999, the Trust embarked on an extensive and sympathetic
restoration of the Les Caches New Farm, preserving as much of the
original fabric of the building as was possible.
The granite front was exposed and re-pointed using traditional lime
mortar, the roof was re-slated and the original sash windows
were restored.
The interior of the house was stripped back to the masonry and
re-plastered using lime. Much of the original woodwork was retained, including the staircase and
the cupboards. The kitchen houses a refurbished range marked ‘Guernsey Railway Co.’ and also a
working furze oven.
Stage II – Les Caches Old Farm
Nearly a decade later, in 2008 and as funds allowed, the Trust undertook a major restoration of the
original 15th Century house, the main thrust of which was to restore the building’s 1800 appearance.
Significantly, a thatched roof was reinstated and a circular granite staircase – a ‘tourelle’ – was built.
A brick-built furze oven and three fireplaces were also restored, two of which were crucial
contributors to household and byre (cattle-shed) warmth and the third, a pretty example of a simple
first-floor fireplace, providing warmth for possibly a cattle-hand or valet.

The Thatched Roof
Thatch was used to roof most traditional Guernsey houses until the early 19th Century. Water reed
was used for the thatch, as this grew abundantly along the low-lying west coast of Guernsey and
on each side of the Braye de Valle. In 1806, the Braye du Valle was drained and the land reclaimed.
Other west coast areas were also drained at this time, leading to the demise of reed beds but, by
this time, clay pantiles were being produced in Guernsey and these, together with imported slate,
gradually replaced thatch.

The Braye du Valle is illustrated in the Duke of Richmond map, displayed here at Les Caches and
kindly donated by Sandy and Johnnie Mauger, in memory of their late son.
Water reeds continue to grow abundantly at the wet garden end of Les Caches Farm and it is an
interesting thought that these may well have been used for substantial work or minor repair work,
whilst the property was originally thatched. A bundle of Les Caches reeds is displayed on the
first floor.
The Trust would be pleased to offer Les Caches reeds to anyone
who may be able to harvest and put them to good use.
The Tourelle
Tourelle staircases were common in Guernsey houses until around
1650. They provided access to the first floor and also gave a level
of defence, and reassurance to the householder, if the property
was attacked.
The staircase at Les Caches Barn had previously been demolished
but, using evidence of its location through visible alterations to the
rear wall stonework, the ‘tourelle’ was reconstructed in 2008 using
traditional methods. Clay was used to bond the granite, as would
have been originally used. During the 19th Century, lime was increasingly used for pointing, but not
construction. Cement was not commonly used in Guernsey until after the First World War.
The Furze Oven
With the familiar design of a circular oven, with a domed roof and built of stone or brick, the heat for
baking in a Guernsey furze oven, was provided by burning ‘furze’ – gorse – which burns rapidly and

at a high temperature. Les Caches Farm land would have been
abundantly planted with furze, which would then be harvested and
stocked in one of the shelters nearest to the kitchen door.
Furze ovens became common by the mid 18th century. They
were usually built adjacent to the kitchen fireplace, with the door
opening into the fireplace, letting smoke escape up the chimney.
The furze oven at Les Caches Farm has been reconstructed using
traditional methods of brick form, set in clay.
The Ground Floor Fireplaces Northern Gable
The construction of Les Caches Farm indicates a five bay Guernsey
Farmhouse built between 1400-1550. The capacious fireplace at
the North end of the ground
floor provided utility heat for the kitchen and ground floor warmth,
with heat permeating up through the extensive flue to the first
floor sleeping areas. In reconstructing the main fireplace, wattle
and daub was used to form the chimney hood between the
fireplace lintel and the base of the chimney stack at roof level. The
woven wattles were thickly ‘daubed’ with clay on each side to form
a fire-resistant canopy.
The hood ensured that smoke from the fireplace was carried up
the chimney from the open fire. Wattle and daub was used due to
its light weight in comparison to granite, meaning less pressure
was put upon the fireplace lintel.

Andrew Dyke RIBA, CCD Chartered Architects, project architect
and buildings advisor to the Trust, adds:
‘In the 18th Century a new fireplace and furze oven was built on
the north gable for use for cooking as well as heating; this was
the modern high-spec kitchen of its day! Interestingly, the corbels
which were built into the wall at that time would have been
rough-hewn granite, much cruder than the beautiful medieval
dressed stone corbels at the other end. We had to build-in new
corbels because the original C18th ones had been snapped off
when it became a barn. Likewise, the furze oven was rebuilt, as
the original had been removed, although there was clear evidence
of the location of the oven and
corbels, and the salt-hole and
granite hook for supporting a cooking pot were still there.
The medieval first floor fireplace was removed and the flue
subsumed into the new larger flue. The wattle and daub hood
would have been added in the C18th too as part of those works,
and again was removed a century later, to be finally replaced
again as part of the restoration.’
Southern Gable
The smaller fireplace at the South end of the ground floor, would
have provided warmth in the byre (cattle-shed) close to domestic
living quarters and easily monitored. This fireplace has recently

been fitted with a somewhat incongruous but jolly, fire-engine red AGA, from which emanates a
year round low-level heat, helping to alleviate a damp atmosphere and inherent problems within the
building. A fire would normally have been kept alight all day, thus helping to keep dampness at bay.
Further detail from Andrew Dyke:
‘When the farmhouse was built in the mid 15th Century, there was just one large inglenook fireplace
with dressed granite corbels at the southern gable end. The original left hand corbel remains in place
and is of red Chausey stone (from Les Isles Chausey, South East of Jersey), which means the owner
must have been reasonably wealthy. The fireplace would have been in a full-height vaulted hall, and
had a granite lintel and chimney hood; it would have been quite impressive! There would have been
a first floor bedroom at the northern end of the house, accessed from the tourelle, probably with a
smaller fireplace in the first floor northern gable (nothing of this fireplace remains).
Probably in the 18th Century, the southern fireplace was half
filled-in on the right-hand side, leaving a smaller fireplace opening
at ground floor level, but allowing the insertion of a new bedroom
fireplace at first floor level (the floor had been inserted by this
time, perhaps during 17th Century), utilising one half of the
already existing huge flue from the former inglenook fireplace.
A new masonry division (wiff) was built vertically to separate the
two flues up to chimney level.
In the 19th Century, after the house was turned into a barn, the
rest of the ground-floor fireplace was filled-in, leaving just the
left-hand corbel projecting from the wall. The original right hand
corbel was discarded, although they may have reused it when they

made the fireplace smaller. However, when we were carrying out the restoration, we found an old
corbel used as a window lintel when they had partly blocked up the cart opening (which was a 19th
Century addition), leaving just a window, which we subsequently removed. Strangely, the lintel was a
fireplace corbel of a 15th Century pattern, but it did not match the remaining left-hand one, so must
have come from somewhere else! We re-used it to make the right-hand corbel of the restored small
fireplace at ground floor level.
When we started to restore the small first-floor fireplace, we found that the corbels and lintel of that
one had been crudely made of timber, which had almost completely disintegrated, so we replaced
them with new oak timbers to the same style.’
Stage III – The Outbuildings
In 2013, works began to reconstruct the ruined barns to the rear of Les Caches Barn which, after a full
restoration of Les Caches Farm and Les Caches Barn, remained
the outstanding blot on this pretty landscape.
These outbuildings were the remains of a cider barn ‘Le Prinseur’,
cart/agricultural implement sheds and wood/furze sheds.
The style of masonry indicates a 19th Century construction.
The shape of the walls, together with the rotted remains of a
cider-press suggest the use of the main barn for cider-making,
using the fruit of apple orchards as indicated on the Duke of
Richmond map.

Le Prinseur – Cider Barn
To complete the reconstruction of this main
outbuilding, an abandoned ‘Tour’ (apple crusher) found
in the garden of ‘Esperanza’, another Trust building,
opposite Les Caches Farm site, has been reinstated on
the ground floor.
The long granite wall at the back of Le Prinseur absorbs
the sun’s warmth for the best part of a summer day.
Leaning against it can be enjoyed long into a
summer’s evening.
This building is now known as The Walter Langlois Barn,
in recognition of Advocate Walter Langlois, whose
1968 donation of funds and artefacts established the National
Trust of Guernsey’s Folk and Costume Museum at Saumarez Park.
The Pig Sties
Originally-styled pig sties have been reconstructed along the
South gable of the larger barn.
The Trust has plans for this area to be planted out with Fig Trees,
traditionally grown next to the privy, which again, was often
adjacent to the pigsties, all of which ensured a bumper crop of figs.

Stage IV – The Apple Orchard
8th February 2017 saw the planting of an apple
orchard of nearly thirty trees to the South West
of the Farm, by Forest Primary School children.
Conceptualised and planned by CCD Architect,
Oliver Westgarth, sponsored by The Channel
Islands Co-operative Society, with tree specimen
selection and planting supported by Guernsey’s
award-winning Rocquette Cider Company
and local charity Guernsey Trees for Life, the
establishment of The Apple Orchard completed
the restoration of Les Caches Farm. It will be formally named as The Ruth Le Huray Apple Orchard, as
these pastures are where our benefactor is most remembered for tending her small dairy herd.
In 2019, the restoration of Les Caches Farm was recognised by International National Trusts
Organisation Excellence Awards 2019, achieving the winning award in ‘Open House’ category,
presented to a member organisation which has creatively re-imagined historic places to make
heritage assets more accessible and relevant in today’s society.
It is the aim of National Trust of Guernsey for many Islanders and visitors to benefit from and
enjoy the buildings and land at Les Caches Farm. From guided tours for schools and visitors, to
social gatherings and taking picnics in the orchard, we aim for Les Caches Farm to be preserved in
perpetuity for everyone’s enjoyment. Thank you for visiting our special place.
Preserving Guernsey’s heritage for future generations
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available for events
The only traditional Guernsey farmhouse
and outbuildings available for hire sits
amidst meadows in the quiet hamlet of
Les Villets, Forest.
The farmhouse consists of two rooms, over
two floors, each running the length of
the building.
The first floor of the farmhouse, with a fine
vaulted ceiling, accommodates up to
sixty people.
The ground floor, with fireplaces at each
end, opens out onto a gravelled courtyard,
with access to The Walter Langlois Barn and
surrounding land.

This historic property and idyllic setting
makes for a delightful environment for
gatherings for up to 100 people, with
opportunities to also enjoy the grounds
at Les Caches Farm

Rates and Availability
The property and surrounding grounds
are available for a variety of events. For
hire rates, types of events and special
conditions, please see the separate
information sheet.
Discounts
10% discount applies to bookings made by
NTG Members across ALL price bands.
20% discount applies to bookings made by
NTG Corporate Members in their
business name.

melody press printers

Respect for the environment at
Les Caches Farm: preservation of the
outstanding peace and tranquility of
Les Caches Farm is respectfully requested
by all visitors, except for children, who we
are keen to hear having a wonderful time at
Les Caches Farm and grounds.
To arrange a visit and learn more
please contact:
Jemma Charlotte Field
Estate Manager and Co-ordinator
E: emc@nationaltrust.gg M: 07781 106461

www.nationaltrust.gg

